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	Welcome to the world of FileMaker. From the start, one of the most important

	things to understand is that FileMaker is far more than just a database

	application.





	FileMaker is nearly unique in the world of software. It is a powerful database

	system that can manage and store a wide range of information, it’s

	an application for end users (like Microsoft Excel or Intuit’s Quicken), and

	it’s also a robust rapid application software development platform.





	When you hear people speak about FileMaker, keep in mind they might be

	viewing it from any one of these different perspectives. An IT professional

	likely sees FileMaker as a database engine that fits into a larger security

	and network infrastructure. An end user is probably thinking about a

	specific solution built with FileMaker Pro and how it helps make her work

	more efficient. A software developer might see FileMaker as one of many

	tools he employs in building a wide range of applications.





	This book was written with an eye toward the FileMaker developer community.

	If you’re mostly interested in learning how to use the essential

	features of the FileMaker application, though, this book might not be for

	you. Although some introductory chapters are included to be as comprehensive

	as possible, the focus is on an audience that is largely familiar

	with the essential operations of FileMaker already and is interested mostly

	in topics for the beginning to advanced developer.
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Physical Biology of Proteins and Peptides: Theory, Experiment, and SimulationSpringer, 2015

	This book covers the latest developments in the physical biology of proteins and peptides. Key insights into microscopic and macroscopic approaches to describe biologically relevant macromolecules and their interactions are provided. This book also covers a wide range of tools, including theoretical methods as statistical mechanics, normal...
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Math Puzzles and Games, Grades 6-8: Over 300 Reproducible Puzzles that Teach Math and Problem SolvingJossey-Bass, 2009
In the 1950s we punished misbehaving students in middle school or junior high school by making them stay after school to do 100 multiplication or long-division math problems. Mathematics was taught in a highly ordered and mechanically repetitive manner with the objective being to master basic arithmetic skills. A decade later New Math emerged as a...
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MCAD/MCSD Visual Basic(r) .NET(tm) Windows(r) Applications Study Guide (Exam 70-306)McGraw-Hill, 2002

	Until the release of Visual Studio .NET, developing Windows-based applications in

	Visual Basic has remained virtually unchanged since the release of version 1.0. The

	design environment from one release to the next changed little over time, and a

	developer who worked with one release could easily pick up the new release and become...
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Hardening Windows, Second EditionApress, 2005
Hardening is the process of protecting a system against unknown threats.  System administrators harden against that which they think could be a threat. Administrators know the Internet is a hostile environment. Although they can't tell, for example, that a hacker will attempt to gain access to the SQL server next Tuesday, they can bet...
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Contemporary Issues in End User Computing (Advances in End User Computing)IGI Global, 2006
Contemporary Issues in End User Computing brings a wealth of end user computing information to one accessible location. This collection includes empirical and theoretical research concerned with all aspects of end user computing including development, utilization, and management.     Contemporary Issues in End User Computing is divided into three...
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AI Game Engine ProgrammingCharles River, 2008

	The book is divided into a few major areas: theory and background, major genre divisions, AI techniques with code, and AI engine development concerns. Readers of the book should note that there might be some confusion if read from start to finish, since the genre chapters make mention of some of the AI techniques discussed later in the book....
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